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� Estimated residential kW h responsiveness under winter time-varying pricing in BC.
� Found statistically significant estimates of elasticity-of-substitution.
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� Load control raises these reduction estimates to 9.2% and 30.7%.
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A large sample of daily electricity consumption and pricing data are available from a pilot study con-
ducted by BC Hydro in British Columbia (Canada) of its residential customers under optional time-vary-
ing pricing and remotely-activated load-control devices for the four winter months of November 2007–
February 2008. We use those data to estimate the elasticity of substitution r, defined as the negative of
the percentage change in the peak-to-off-peak kW h ratio due to a 1% change in the peak-to-off-peak
price ratio. Our estimates of r characterize residential price responsiveness with and without load control
during cold-weather months. While the estimates of r sans load control are highly statistically significant
(a = 0.01), they are less than 0.07. With load control in place, however, these r estimates more than triple.
Finally, we show that time-varying pricing sans load control causes a peak kW h reduction of 2.6% at the
2:1 peak-to-off-peak price ratio to 9.2% at the 12:1 peak-to-off-peak price ratio. Load control raises these
reduction estimates to 9.2% and 30.7%.

� 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Three transformative events have taken place in the electricity
industry. The first event is restructuring designed to introduce
wholesale-market competition in Australia, New Zealand, parts of
North and South America, and Europe [1,2]. The second event is
the large-scale development of wind generation, thanks to (a)
advances in our ability to economically harvest the inexhaustible,
if somewhat erratic, wind that nature bestows upon us [3,4], and
(b) support from government policies to do so [5,6]. The third
event is the development of smart grids that enhance (a) market
competition and liquidity, (b) system asset utilization, flexibility,
intelligence, resilience and reliability, and (c) the integration of
renewable energy resources into the electricity grid [7–9].
Insofar as wholesale-market competition is concerned, an
empirical fact is that electricity spot-market prices are inherently
volatile, with occasional sharp spikes, thanks to: daily fuel-cost
variations, especially for the natural gas now widely used in
combined-cycle gas turbines and combustion turbines; weather-
dependent seasonal demands with intra-day and inter-day fluctu-
ations that must be met in real time by generation and transmis-
sion already in place; limited economic viability of energy
storage systems; changes in available capacity caused by planned
and forced outages of electrical facilities; precipitation and river
flow for a system with significant hydro resources; carbon-price
fluctuations that affect the thermal generation that uses fossil
fuels; transmission constraints that cause transmission congestion
and generation redispatch; and lumpy capacity additions that can
only occur with long lead times [10–13].

The electricity price volatility and its accompanying spikes are
in turn exacerbated by the second event of large-scale develop-
ment of wind generation [14]. Since wind generation has zero fuel
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3 Based on single-family residents identified from its billing data file, BC Hydro
recruited 2070 participants via direct mail in early 2006, 699 of whom were allocated
to the control group and the rest to the treatment group. The allocation was balanced,
without systematic differences in customer attributes between the two groups. After
the pilot’s first winter of November 2006–February 2007, the participants were asked
to re-enroll, contributing to 1632 of the 1717 participants shown in Fig. 2. The
remaining 85 participants were newly recruited to permit estimation of the peak-load
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cost, it is economically dispatched to displace high-fuel-cost mar-
ginal generation [15,16], unless curtailed to resolve grid congestion
and instability [17,18]. Wind-generation output, however, is ran-
dom and intermittent, thus presenting integration challenges that
can be mitigated by a smart grid armed with demand response
(DR) resources [19–25].

Related to the third event of smart-grid development is the
advanced metering infrastructure that allows a load-serving entity
to implement time-varying electricity pricing to convey spot-price
signals for effective DR management of system peaks, and
economic efficiency [26–37]. That entity can be a local distribution
company such as PG&E and SCE in California (U.S.) or an integrated
utility such as BC Hydro in British Columbia (Canada). Reinforcing
this view is the empirical evidence of statistically-significant peak
kW reductions by households in response to time-of-use (TOU)
pricing and critical-peak pricing (CPP) [38–43]. For example, TOU
pricing is estimated to reduce residential winter evening peak
kW by 5–10% in the Pacific Northwest area of the U.S. [44,45]
and 10–15% in New Zealand [46]. The winter estimates for CPP
are about 4–6% for residents in Washington, DC [47].

Most evidence to date, however, comes from summer-peaking
utilities with relatively high electric rates. As reported in a 2010
survey of 15 experiments [42], TOU pricing induces (a) summer
afternoon peak kW reductions of 3–6%, and (b) summer peak kW
reductions of 13–20% due to CPP alone, and 36–44% when assisted
by an enabling technology such as smart thermostats.

Partially filling this gap in empirical evidence is a recent paper
[48] on the winter evening peak kW response of participants in
BC Hydro’s residential TOU/CPP pilot study in British Columbia, a
winter-peaking Canadian province with low electric rates com-
pared to other regions of North America.1 Based on a large sample
of hourly data for 1717 customers on 83 working weekdays from
November 2007 through February 2008, the parameter estimates
of 24 hourly kW regressions show that optional TOU pricing can
reduce the evening peak kW by 4–11% [48]. Moreover, the incremen-
tal impact of CPP (beyond the TOU effect) is a 9–12% reduction in the
peak kW. When aided by remotely-activated load control of space
and water heating, CPP can achieve in excess of a 35% total reduction
in the peak kW.

While transparent and informative, the analysis in [48] does not
provide price elasticity estimates for predicting customer demand
behavior under TOU/CPP designs that were not considered in the
pilot study. The present paper fills in this gap by using daily
kW h data from the pilot study, by TOU period, to estimate the
residential responsiveness to optional time-varying pricing. We
focus on kW h responsiveness by TOU period because the lack of
hourly price variations precludes our estimation of a system of
24 hourly demand equations, as done in [49,50].

Based on three alternative estimation methods, our estimates
answer the following questions that are the focus of our research:

� What are the estimates of the elasticity of substitution (r = neg-
ative of the percentage change in the peak-to-off-peak kW h
ratio due to a 1% change in the peak-to-off-peak price ratio),
for BC Hydro’s residential customers, under voluntary time-
varying pricing? We find statistically-significant estimates
(a = 0.01) of 0.054–0.069,2 which are at the low end of the ranges
reported in [38–40,42].
1 While 90% of BC Hydro’s electricity generation comes from energy-limited hydro
resources, peak-demand reduction has a capacity value of approximately C$150/kW-
year in BC Hydro’s consideration of (a) retiring the aging 900-MW Burrard Thermal
Generation Station in Vancouver, and (b) procurement of new supplies to meet its
system-peak growth.

2 A r estimate is said to be statistically significant at a = 0.01 when its p-value is
below 0.01, thereby rejecting the null hypothesis of r = 0 based on a two-tail t-test.
� How does remotely-activated load control affect the estimates
of r? We find that load control increase the r estimates by
0.15–0.18. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first evi-
dence on the effect of a DR-enabling technology on a customer’s
winter r estimates.
� What is the peak kW h reduction due to time-varying pricing?

Without load control, the estimated reduction is about 2.6% at
the low-end 2:1 peak-to-off-peak price ratio, which rises at a
decreasing rate to about 9.3% at the high-end 12:1 price ratio.
With load control, the estimated reduction is 9.2% at the 2:1
price ratio and 30.7% at the 12:1 price ratio. While corroborat-
ing the mostly summer evidence reported in a 2012 survey
[43], these estimated reductions sharply confirm the effect of
a DR-enabling technology on a customer’s winter peak kW h
responsiveness under optional time-varying pricing.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 describes the pilot
study, thus defining the scope of our regression analysis. Section 3
presents our empirical approach. Section 4 reports the results, and
Section 5 concludes.

2. BC Hydro’s TOU/CPP pilot study

The daily kW h data by TOU on 83 working weekdays in
November 2007–February 2008 are derived from 1717 single-fam-
ily homes in three areas of British Columbia (Canada): the Lower
Mainland region (major city: Vancouver); the city of Fort St. John
in the Northern Interior; and the city of Campbell River on Vancou-
ver Island. These customers participated in the second year of BC
Hydro’s pilot study that entailed one flat rate schedule (RS) 1101
and eight TOU rate schedules.3 Shown in Fig. 1, each TOU tariff’s
peak hours can be: (1) 4–9 pm; (2) 4–8 pm; or (3) 8–11 am and
4–8 pm. The evening peak hours aim to cover BC Hydro’s system
peak hour of 5–6 pm on a cold winter weekday. The morning peak
hours aim to cover the local peak hour of 9–10 am on a cold winter
weekday on Vancouver Island.

The TOU rate schedules have high peak and off-peak rates when
compared to the non-TOU flat rate. For example, RS1142 and
RS1143 have peak rates that far exceed their off-peak rate of
6.15 ¢/kW h, which is only slightly lower than the flat rate of
6.33 ¢/kW h. To encourage customer participation, the pilot study
offered each TOU customer an upfront payment equal to the
estimated bill increase from the TOU rates. Each TOU customer’s
payment was the difference between (a) the customer’s pre-pilot
weather-adjusted peak and off-peak kW h estimates at TOU rates,
and (b) the customer’s pre-pilot weather-adjusted kW h consump-
tion at the non-TOU flat rate.4

RS1141B and RS1144A contain a CPP rate of 50 ¢/kW h, which is
triggered with advanced notice by 5 pm the day before a CPP event.
The complete list of CPP event days is: 11 December 2007 (Tuesday),
18 December 2007 (Tuesday), 09 January 2008 (Wednesday), 18 Jan-
effect of shortening the 4–9 pm peak period by 1 h, to 4–8 pm.
4 While the participation payment was made before the customer’s actual

consumption under time-varying pricing, it could shrink the r estimates for two
reasons. First, the payment might have encouraged customers with poor load-shifting
capability to join the pilot study. Second, it might have exacerbated the free-rider
problem in which residents with relatively low peak consumption could enjoy TOU/
CPP bill savings without changing their demand behaviors [26,27,31,52]. Notwith-
standing these caveats, our r estimates demonstrate statistically-significant
(a = 0.01) effectiveness of optional time-varying pricing in reducing residential peak
kW h.



Fig. 1. Electricity rate schedules of BC Hydro’s pilot study: (a) Rate Schedule 1101 has a flat rate of 6.3¢/kWh; and (b) remaining rate schedules are TOU tariffs with peak
hours shown as shaded areas in the clocks.

Fig. 2. Number of customers by rate schedule and communication method.

5 A customer has primary electric heating if the customer uses baseboard or heat
pump as the main space heater. A customer has secondary electric heating if the
customer uses a portable electric heater to supplement a natural-gas furnace or wood
stove for space heating.
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uary 2008 (Friday), 23 January 2008 (Wednesday), 04 February 2008
(Monday), 16 February 2008 (Saturday), and 28 February 2008
(Thursday). For these eight CPP days, the peak-to-off-peak price ra-
tio could be as high as 11:1 (i.e., 50 ¢/kW h�4.5 ¢/kW h = 11.1).

Fig. 2 reports the number of customers by rate schedule and
communication method. It shows that 713 customers received a
monthly newsletter and 228 customers a monthly newsletter plus
the Blue Line Monitor that provides real-time feedback on electric-
ity consumption. Based on a 2011 survey [51], information feedback
tends to reduce residential consumption.

Forty-four Campbell River customers voluntarily participated in
the load-control option that uses remotely-activated load-control
devices to automatically reduce space and water-heating load dur-
ing CPP events. These devices were: (a) digital control to cycle the
load of baseboard heater and water heater; and (b) a programma-
ble, communicating thermostat to control central heating and
forced-air furnaces. These customers could override the device’s
activation and hence they had full discretion as to how they might
respond to BC Hydro’s CPP signals. The control devices functioned
well on the CPP days, except for 09 January 2008 (Wednesday)
when the remote-activation signal failed. This signal-failure event
provides a unique opportunity to verify the impact of load control
on a customer’s price responsiveness.

The data file generated by the customer sample summarized in
Figs. 1 and 2 permits us to compare customer consumption pat-
terns, thereby delineating the impacts of TOU pricing, CPP rate,
load control, and communication method. Since the communica-
tion method’s effect has been found to be statistically insignificant
(a = 0.05) [48], our analysis herein focuses on the effect of optional
time-varying pricing on residential kW h, and how this effect may
vary by the peak-to-off-peak price ratio and load control.

The descriptive statistics in Table 1A shows that 85% of the cus-
tomers from the Lower Mainland and Fort St. John sample reside in
Lower Mainland, 5% have primary and 34% secondary electric heat-
ing,5 and have pre-pilot monthly consumption of 970 kW h. These



Table 1A
Descriptive statistics for customer-days: Lower Mainland and Fort St. John.

Variable Description Number of observations Mean Standard deviation Minimum Maximum

Vk =1 if Lower Mainland, else 0 87,650 0.8519 0.3552 0.0000 1.0000
H1k =1 if primary electric heat, else 0 87,650 0.0552 0.2283 0.0000 1.0000
H2k =1 if secondary electric heat, else 0 87,650 0.3419 0.4743 0.0000 1.0000
Qkt Pre-pilot monthly kW h 87,361 969.6 618.8 4.6667 6615.5
Wkt Daily sum of heating degree hours 87,650 383.9 175.1 161.1 1235.4
X1kt Daily peak kW h consumption 87,650 8.41 5.84 0.0800 70.22
X2kt Daily off-peak kW h consumption 87,650 23.18 17.59 0.3300 225.7
P1kt Daily peak price ($/kW h) 87,650 0.2200 0.0643 0.0633 0.5000
P2kt Daily off-peak price ($/kW h) 87,650 0.0579 0.0070 0.0450 0.0633

Table 1B
Descriptive statistics for customer-days: Campbell River.

Variable Description Number of observations Mean Standard deviation Minimum Maximum

H1k =1 if primary electric heat, else 0 30,555 0.4003 0.4900 0.0000 1.0000
H2k =1 if secondary electric heat, else 0 30,555 0.2148 0.4107 0.0000 1.0000
Qkt Pre-pilot monthly kW h 29,884 1724.5 953.6 66.3 10844.9
Wkt Daily sum of heating degree hours 30,555 324.9 65.4018 149.4 462.6
X1kt Daily peak kW h consumption 30,555 18.72 12.10 0.5490 95.79
X2kt Daily off-peak kW h consumption 30,555 37.99 24.89 1.63 224.33
P1kt Daily peak price ($/kW h) 30,555 0.1530 0.0793 0.0633 0.5000
P2kt Daily off-peak price ($/kW h) 30,555 0.0489 0.0075 0.0450 0.0633

6 The random-error term ekt has a zero mean and a finite variance. It reflects the
difference between the actual ln(X1kt/X2kt) and its predicted value portrayed by the
regression. Since its distribution is not known a priori, Section 3.4 below discusses
three estimation methods to obtain the coefficient estimates of Eq. (5).
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customers face daily fluctuating cold weather, with average daily
peak consumption of 8.41 kW h and off-peak consumption of
23 kW h.

The descriptive statistics in Table 1B shows that 40% of the
Campbell River sample customers have primary and 21% secondary
electric heating, with pre-pilot monthly consumption of
1724 kW h. These customers also face daily fluctuating cold weath-
er, with average daily peak consumption of about 19 kW h and off-
peak consumption of 38 kW h.

3. Empirical approach

To present our empirical approach, this section first states the
economic model underlying our regression specifications and
hypotheses. It then discusses our estimation strategy to ensure
that our findings are not highly sensitive to the choice of estima-
tion method. It ends with a suggestion for computing the peak
kW h reduction due to an increase in the peak-to-off-peak price
ratio.

3.1. The constant-elasticity-of-substitution electricity expenditure
function

Consider a customer’s constant-elasticity-of-substitution (CES)
electricity expenditure function, which is commonly used to ana-
lyze residential electricity demand by TOU [38–40,42,53–55]:

CðP1; P2;EÞ ¼ ½aPq
1 þ ð1� aÞPq

2 �
1=q FðEÞ; ð1Þ

where P1 = peak price; P2 = off-peak price; and F(E) = a scalar func-
tion of electricity services E (e.g., cooking, lighting and heating).
Invoking Shephard’s Lemma yields the least-cost peak and off-peak
electricity demands [56]:

@Cð�Þ=@P1 ¼ X1 ¼ aPq�1
1 Gð1=qÞ�1FðEÞ; ð2Þ

and

@Cð�Þ=@P2 ¼ X2 ¼ ð1� aPq�1
2 Gð1=qÞ�1FðEÞ; ð3Þ

where G ¼ ½aPq
1 þ ð1� aÞPq

2 �. It is easy to verify C(P1, P2, E) = P1X1 + -
P2X2, which is the customer’s electricity expenditure.
Although F(E) is unobservable, we can use the TOU price and
kW h data to estimate the following log-ratio equation:

lnðX1=X2Þ ¼ b0 þ b lnðP1=P2Þ; ð4Þ

where b0 = ln[a(1 � a)] and b = q � 1. Since r � oln(X1/X2)/oln(P2/
P1), we have r = �b.

Eq. (4) is the basis for our regression specification for explaining
the variations in ln(X1kt/X2kt), customer k’s peak-to-off-peak kW h
ratio on day t. Since ln(X1kt/X2kt) varies across customers and days,
we assume the intercept b0 to be a linear function of controls for
day of the week and month of the year, locale, customer size,
peak-period length, and the weather. To account for the effect of
load control on r, we assume that b depends on whether a
customer is in fact subject to load control.

3.2. Lower Mainland and Fort St. John

Based on Eq. (4) and the discussion thereof, we use Eq. (5)
below as our regression model with an intercept c and a
random-error ekt for Lower Mainland and Fort St. John6:

lnðX1kt=X2ktÞ ¼ cþ
X

m

lmMmt þ
X

d

ddDdt þ kVk þ h lnðQ ktÞ

þ /Rk þx lnðWktÞ þx1 lnðWktÞH1k þx2

� lnðWktÞH2k þ b lnðP1kt=P2ktÞ þ ekt : ð5Þ

The independent variables are defined as follows:

� Three month-of-the-year binary indicators: Mmt is equal to
unity if day t is in month m and is zero otherwise, for m = 11
for November, 12 for December and 1 for January. These indica-
tors aim to capture the residual month-of-the-year effect unac-
counted for by the other variables.
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� Four day-of-the-week binary indicators: Ddt is equal to unity if
day t falls on weekday d and is zero otherwise, for d = 1 for Mon-
day through d = 4 for Thursday. These indicators aim to capture
the residual day-of-the-week effect unaccounted for by the
other variables.
� A customer-location indicator: Vk is equal to unity if customer k

resides in Lower Mainland (major city: Vancouver), and is zero
otherwise. This indicator is included to capture any residual
location effect that is unaccounted for by the other variables.
� Customer size is measured by ln(Qkt), the natural logarithm of

customer k’s pre-pilot consumption for the same month that
contains day t.7 For example, if t is in November 2007, Qkt is
the pre-pilot study consumption a year earlier, in November
2006. The fact that larger customers tend to have a greater num-
ber of electrical appliances and flatter load profiles than do their
smaller counterparts translates into hypothesis H1: h < 0.
� A shortened-peak-period indicator: Rk is equal to unity if cus-

tomer k is on the rate schedule RS1141A, which has a 4–8 pm
peak period, and is zero otherwise. Inasmuch as the 4–8 pm
period covers one less hour than does the 4–9 pm period, we
would expect lower peak kW h consumption from customer k
on schedule RS1141A on any given day t. This expectation
translates into hypothesis H2: / < 0.
� Weather is measured by ln(Wkt), the natural logarithm of daily

heating-degree hours, which is the daily sum of max(18 �C –
hourly temperature, 0). Because cold weather tends to encour-
age a customer to spend more time at home, which results in
a lower peak-to-off-peak consumption ratio, we arrive at
hypothesis H3: x < 0. As the weather effect depends upon a cus-
tomer’s space-heater ownership, we also include as indepen-
dent variables the cross-product terms ln(Wkt)H1k and
ln(Wkt)H2k, where H1k is equal to unity if customer k’s primary
heating is electric, and is zero otherwise; and H2k is equal to
unity if customer k’s secondary heating is electric, and is zero
otherwise.8 Because falling temperatures are likely to cause cus-
tomers to increase their heating loads for all hours, and since a
customer’s heating load is limited by the heater’s capacity, the
increase in heating load tends to flatten the customer’s load pro-
file, thus causing the consumption ratio to decline. Hence, we
arrive at hypotheses H4 and H5: x1 < 0 and x2 < 0, respectively.
� Customer k’s daily natural logarithm of the peak-to-off-peak

price ratio is ln(P1kt/P2kt), whose coefficient is b = �r. If the cus-
tomer responds to time-varying pricing, an increase in the price
ratio likely causes the consumption ratio to decline. Hence, we
have H6: b < 0.

3.3. Campbell River

Retaining our original notation for ease of interpretation, we
modify Eq. (5) to analyze the Campbell River data:

lnðX1kt=X2ktÞ ¼ cþ
X

m

lmMmt þ
X

d

ddDdt þ h lnðQ ktÞ

þx lnðWktÞ þx1 lnðWktÞH1k þx2 lnðWktÞH2k

þ b lnðP1kt=P2ktÞ þ b1 lnðP1kt=P2ktÞAkt þ b2

� lnðP1kt=P2ktÞFkt þ ekt: ð6Þ

Eq. (6) differs from Eq. (5) as follows:
7 We use pre-pilot consumption to measure customer size because the information
is readily available from BC Hydro’s billing data, and it is accurate since it is based on
actual customer bills. Although the demographic data such as house and family size
were available for most customers thanks to a customer survey, including those data
in the regression causes a severe reduction in sample size due to missing or
inaccurate values.

8 Both heating indicators are readily available from BC Hydro’s billing data and thus
have very few missing values.
� It does not have Vk as an explanatory variable because all cus-
tomers are in Campbell River.
� It does not have Rk as an explanatory variable, because there is

only one peak-period definition for Campbell River customers.
� It introduces ln(P1kt/P2kt)Akt as an additional explanatory vari-

able to capture the impact of load control on r. To see this point,
consider the binary indicator Akt, which is equal to unity if cus-
tomer k is a load-control customer and t is a CPP event day, and
is zero otherwise. A customer without load control has an elas-
ticity of substitution of r = �b. For a customer with load control,
however, the elasticity is �(b + b1). Thus, the differential impact
of load control is b1, for which we have hypothesis H7: b1 < 0
when load control magnifies the size of r.
� It introduces ln(P1kt/P2kt)Fkt as an additional explanatory vari-

able to capture the impact of load-control failure on the elastic-
ity of substitution. Comparable to the role of Akt, the binary
indicator Fkt is equal to unity if customer k is a load-control cus-
tomer and t is a CPP event day (Wednesday, 09 January 2008)
with signal failure, and is zero otherwise. Since the elasticity
for a customer with load control is �(b + b1), when load control
fails the customer’s elasticity becomes �(b + b1 + b2). Since
load-control failure is similar to no load control, we expect a
zero combined impact of failed load control, which translates
into hypothesis H8: b1 + b2 = 0.

3.4. Estimation strategy

We use three alternative methods to ensure that the regression
coefficient estimates are not highly sensitive to the choice of esti-
mation method. The first method is ordinary least squares (OLS),
which serves to produce our initial results. When ekt is normally
and independently distributed, the OLS coefficient estimates are
unbiased minimum-variance estimators of the population
parameters.

The second method is robust regression [57].9 We use this
method to allow for the possibility that the OLS normality assump-
tions about the random-error term are invalid, and in particular to
minimize the impact of any outliers that may cause estimation
bias.10 Such outliers can exist because the distribution of ekt may
be asymmetric and can have large values.

Our third method is panel-data analysis [59, Chapter 14]
because our estimation sample is generated by 1717 customers
observed over 83 working days. To implement this method, we
estimate (a) a fixed-effects model that uses customer-specific
intercepts to control for customer heterogeneity; and (b) a ran-
dom-effects model that uses customer-specific random factors to
control for customer heterogeneity. Since (a) is rejected by the data
at a = 0.05, we shall only report the results for (b) below.

3.5. Peak kW h reduction

Based on [60], here we propose how to use Eq. (5) [or (6)] to
compute the percent reduction in peak kW h by peak-to-off-peak
price ratio. Suppressing the subscripts for notational simplicity,
consider ln(X1/X2) = Z, the non-random portion of the regression
line. Simple algebraic manipulation yields the peak kW h share:

S ¼ X1=X ¼ eZ=ð1þ eZÞ; ð7Þ

where X = (X1 + X2) = daily total consumption.
Now, the peak kW h is X1 = SX, implying ln(X1) = ln(S) + ln(X).

Hence, the percent change in peak kW h is:
9 This is done using method M in PROC ROBUSTREG in SAS [58].
10 An outlier is an observation whose OLS studentized residual has a size over 3.0.

Removing the outliers would reduce the estimation sample by 0.02%.



Fig. 3. Natural logarithm of kW h ratios by natural logarithm of price ratios for
Lower Mainland and Fort St. John.

Fig. 4. Natural logarithm of kW h ratios by natural logarithm of price ratios for
Campbell River (without load control).
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DX1=X1Þ ¼ ðDS=SÞ þ ðDX=XÞ
¼ Load-shifting effectþ Total kW h effect: ð8Þ

Since the load-shifting effect can be computed using Eq. (7), the
missing information is the total kW h effect.

The total kW h effect can be estimated as the product of (a) the
price elasticity of daily kW h, and (b) the percent change in the
daily average price. For our current study, the total kW h effect is
basically zero because BC Hydro has estimated (a) to be �0.1
[61] and (b) is close to zero for a ‘‘revenue–neutral’’ time-varying
rate design [27].11 Moreover, a research report submitted by the first
author to BC Hydro indicates that the pilot study did not reveal a
total kW h effect for a revenue-neutral design. Hence, our peak
kW h reduction can be based solely on (DS/S).

Since each daily value of (DS/S) is customer-specific and
depends on the price-ratio assumption, we use the estimated ver-
sion of Eq. (5) [or (6)] to compute (DS/S). The resulting estimates
form the basis for empirical distributions of peak kW h reduction
by price ratio, which can then be compared to the experimental
results reported in [43].
4. Results

4.1. Data distributions

Fig. 3 presages our regression results for the estimates of the
elasticity of substitution. In particular, the figure presents box plots
for the Lower Mainland and Fort St. John of the natural logarithms
of the kW h ratios, shown on the vertical axis, by the natural
logarithm of the price ratio, shown on the horizontal axis. In this
figure, the bottom dash denotes the minimum and the top dash
denotes the maximum natural logarithm of the kW h ratio. The
bottom border of each box shows the first quartile, the middle line
the median, and the top border the third quartile. The middle � is
the mean. This figure suggests wide data dispersion and small r
estimates.

Fig. 4 presents the box plots for Campbell River customers with-
out load control. As is the case with Fig. 3, Fig. 4 suggests wide data
11 A revenue-neutral design aims to collect the same total revenue from the
customers under time-varying pricing as the flat rate. The design necessarily has a
peak rate above and an off-peak rate below the flat rate, yielding a sales-weighted
average of the peak and off-peak rates equal to the flat rate. Hence, the expected
percent change in the daily average price is close to zero under a revenue-neutra
design.

Fig. 5. Natural logarithm of kW h ratios by natural logarithm of price ratio for
Campbell River (with load control).
l

dispersion and small r estimates. The box plots in Fig. 5, however,
indicate that load control likely enlarges the r estimates.

Finally, all three figures indicate wide dispersion of the natural
logarithms of the kW h ratios, supporting our use of robust regres-
sions to remove the possibility of undue influence of outliers on the
coefficient estimates.

4.2. Lower Mainland and Fort St. John

Table 2 presents the regression results based on Eq. (5). The fol-
lowing observations emerge from the OLS parameter estimates
that appear in column 2:

� The relatively low R2 = 0.064 indicates that the estimated
regression explains 6.4% of the variance in the natural logarithm
of the consumption ratio. Though low, it is in line with what is
generally observed in the TOU demand literature. It is not unex-
pected when applying a parsimonious specification to a large
sample of noisy customer-day observations.
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� The statistically-significant (p < 0.0001) estimates for the
month-of-the-year binary indicators indicate that the consump-
tion ratios in November, December and January are higher than
those in February.
� The statistically-significant (p < 0.0001) estimate for the Lower

Mainland binary indicator indicates that the consumption ratios
of Lower Mainland customers tend to be higher than those of
Fort St. John customers.
� The statistically-significant (p < 0.0001) estimates for the day-

of-the-week binary indicators indicate that the consumption
ratios are higher on Monday through Thursday than on Friday.
� The coefficient estimate for ln(Qkt) is statistically significant

(p < 0.0001) and negative, thus supporting H1: h < 0, or a larger
customer tends to have a lower consumption ratio.
� The coefficient estimate for Rk is statistically significant

(p < 0.0001), negative and large in size. This supports H2: /
< 0, or a shortened peak period reduces the consumption ratio.
� The coefficient estimates for ln(Wkt), ln(Wkt) H1k and ln(Wkt) H2k

are statistically significant (p < 0.0001) and negative, thus
supporting H3: x < 0, H4: x1 < 0 and H5: x2 < 0, respectively.
Hence, falling temperatures tend to reduce a customer’s
consumption ratio, especially when the customer has electric
heating.
Table 2
Regression results based on Eq. (5) for Lower Mainland and Fort St. John with p-value in
customer-day observations for working weekdays in November 2007–February 2008.

Variable: Coefficient Estim

OLS

R2 0.06
Intercept: c �0.42
M11t = 1 if t in November; 0, otherwise: l11 0.05
M12t = 1 if t in December; 0, otherwise: l12 0.06
M1t = 1 if t in January; 0, otherwise: l1 0.04
D1t = 1 if t on Monday; 0, otherwise: d1 0.05
D2t = 1if t on Tuesday; 0, otherwise: d2 0.05
D3t = 1if t on Wednesday; 0, otherwise: d3 0.04
D4t = 1if t on Thursday; 0, otherwise: d4 0.03
Vk = 1if customer k in Lower Mainland; 0, otherwise: k 0.06
ln(Qkt) = ln(customer kW h size): h �0.05
Rk = 1if customer k on RS1141A; 0, otherwise: / �0.29
ln(Wkt) = ln(daily sum of heating degree hours): x �0.04
ln(Wkt) H1k = ln(Wkt) � primary electric heating indicator: x1 �0.02
ln(Wkt) H2k = ln(Wkt) � secondary electric heating indicator: x2 �0.00
ln(P1kt/P2kt) = ln(peak-to-off-peak price ratio): b �0.06

Table 3
Regression results based on Eq. (6) for Campbell River with p-value in () for a two-tail test o
for working weekdays in November 2007–February 2008.

Variable: Coefficient Estim

OLS

R2 0.05
Intercept: c �0.07
M11t = 1if t in November; 0, otherwise: l11 0.05
M12t = 1if t in December; 0, otherwise: l12 0.06
M1t = 1if t in January; 0, otherwise: l1 0.03
D1t = 1if t on Monday; 0, otherwise: d1 0.01
D2t = 1if t on Tuesday; 0, otherwise: d2 0.00
D3t = 1if t on Wednesday; 0, otherwise: d3 0.01
D4t = 1if t on Thursday; 0, otherwise: d4 0.01
ln(Qkt) = ln(customer kW h size): h �0.05
ln(Wkt) = ln(daily sum of heating degree hours): x �0.02
ln(Wkt) H1k = ln(Wkt) � primary electric heating indicator: x1 �0.01
ln(Wkt) H2k = ln(Wkt) � secondary electric heating indicator: x2 �0.01
ln(P1kt/P2kt) = ln(peak-to-off-peak price ratio): b �0.06
ln(P1kt/P2kt) Akt = ln(P1kt/P2kt) � Load control indicator: b1 �0.17
ln(P1kt/P2kt) Fkt = ln(P1kt/P2kt) � Load control failure indicator: b2 0.12
� The coefficient for ln(P1kt/P2kt) is negative and statistically sig-
nificant (p < 0.0001). While supporting H6: b < 0, the estimate
suggests a small r estimate of 0.062, implying limited customer
responsiveness to time-varying pricing.

The robust-regression results in Table 2 are similar to the OLS
results, thus yielding similar interpretations.

The results for the random-effects model are also similar, with
one exception: notably, the coefficient estimate for ln(Qkt) is statis-
tically insignificant (p = 0.897) and close to zero. Though some-
what unexpected, this is understandable because the model also
applies customer-specific factors to control for customer
heterogeneity.
4.3. Campbell River

Table 3 presents the regression results based on Eq. (6). For the
most part, the results are qualitatively similar to those in Table 2.
In particular, the r estimates for customers not subject to load con-
trol, or �b, are statistically significant (p < 0.0001) and equal to
0.069 for the OLS regression, 0.058 for the robust regression, and
0.054 for the random-effects model.
() for a two-tailed test of the null hypothesis: coefficient = 0; sample size = 87,361

ation method

Robust regression Random effects

38 0.0570 0.0583
14 (<.0001) �0.4125 (<.0001) �0.7608 (<.0001)
45 (<.0001) 0.0528 (<.0001) 0.0529 (<.0001)
56 (<.0001) 0.0689 (<.0001) 0.0575 (<.0001)
58 (<.0001) 0.0463 (<.0001) 0.0381 (<.0001)
14 (<.0001) 0.0519 (<.0001) 0.0514 (<.0001)
93 (<.0001) 0.0575 (<.0001) 0.0599 (<.0001)
93 (<.0001) 0.0485 (<.0001) 0.0492 (<.0001)
42 (<.0001) 0.0351 (<.0001) 0.0339 (<.0001)
95 (<.0001) 0.0734 (<.0001) 0.0779 (0.0002)
26 (<.0001) �0.0550 (<.0001) �0.0008 (0.8967)
97 (<.0001) �0.2991 (<.0001) �0.3060 (<.0001)
22 (<.0001) �0.0432 (<.0001) �0.0414 (<.0001)
39 (<.0001) �0.0204 (<.0001) �0.0253 (<.0001)
65 (<.0001) �0.0065 (<.0001) �0.0094 (0.0001)
16 (<.0001) �0.0536 (<.0001) �0.0692 (<.0001)

f the null hypothesis: coefficient = 0; sample size = 29,884 customer-day observations

ation method

Robust regression Random effects

54 0.0515 0.0537
24 (0.2759) �0.0140 (0.7976) �0.2823 (0.0013)
11 (<.0001) 0.0505 (<.0001) 0.0525 (<.0001)
00 (<.0001) 0.0609 (<.0001) 0.0549 (<.0001)
19 (<.0001) 0.0349 (<.0001) 0.0270 (v.0001)
51 (0.0285) 0.0172 (0.0025) 0.0161 (0.0020)
95 (0.1707) 0.0122 (0.0338) 0.0093 (0.0751)
96 (0.0044) 0.0178 (0.0017) 0.0199 (0.0001)
73 (0.0091) 0.0166 (0.0023) 0.0180 (0.0003)
25 (<.0001) �0.0648 (<.0001) �0.0240 (0.0203)
70 (0.0087) �0.0250 (0.0032) �0.0284 (0.0006)
74 (<.0001) �0.0163 (<.0001) �0.0191 (0.0001)
48 (<.0001) �0.0058 (<.0001) �0.0162 (0.0060)
85 (<.0001) �0.0583 (<.0001) �0.0536 (<.0001)
67 (<.0001) �0.1503 (<.0001) �0.1639 (<.0001)
62 (<.0001) 0.1488 (<.0001) 0.1255 (<.0001)
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The coefficient estimates of b1 adhering to ln(P1kt/P2kt)Akt are
statistically significant (p < 0.0001) and equal to �0.177 for the
OLS regression, �0.150 for the robust regression, and �0.164 for
the random-effects model. These estimates support H7: b1 < 0,
implying that load control magnifies the size of r.

The coefficient estimates of b2 adhering to ln(P1kt/P2kt) Fkt are
statistically significant (p < 0.0001) and equal to 0.126 for the
OLS regression, 0.149 for the robust regression and 0.126 for the
random-effects model. These coefficient estimates suggest that
load-control failure shrinks a load-control customer’s estimated
r. As a final check, we cannot reject H8: b1 + b2 = 0 (a = 0.05) for
the robust regression, thus implying a zero combined impact of
failed load control.
Fig. 8. Percent peak kW h reductions by price ratio for Campbell River (with load
control).
4.4. Peak kW h reduction

In light of the wide data dispersions in Fig. 3, we use the robust
regression’s coefficient estimates in Table 2 to compute the percent
peak kW h reductions by price ratio for the customers in Lower
Mainland and Fort St. John. Moreover, the robust regression’s r
estimates are the smallest in size, implying that the resulting peak
kW h reductions are conservative estimates. Finally, using the OLS
Fig. 6. Percent peak kW h reductions by price ratio for Lower Mainland and Fort St.
John.

Fig. 7. Percent peak kW h reductions by price ratio for Campbell River (without
load control).
or random-effects regressions leads to similar outcomes because of
the similarity among the three sets of coefficient estimates.

The computation entails the following steps:

� Step 1: Apply the robust regression’s coefficient estimates in
Table 2 to compute S, the peak kW h share for each customer-
day at the 1:1 price ratio.
� Step 2: Compute S0, the peak kW h share for each customer-day

at an alternative price ratio that ranges from 2:1 to 12:1.
� Step 3: Use the results from Steps 1 and 2 to compute DS/

S = 1 � (S0/S), the customer-day-specific percent change in the
peak kW h share.
� Step 4: Repeat Steps 1–3 for all customer-days.
� Step 5: Compute descriptive statistics for the results from Step

4.
� Step 6: Plot the mean and its lower and upper bounds

(=mean ± 2.5 standard deviations). These bounds approximate
the 1- and 99-percentile of the estimated peak reductions.

Fig. 6 portrays the percent peak kW h reductions by price ratio
for Lower Mainland and Fort St. John. The reduction is about 2.6%
at the 2:1 peak-to-off-peak price ratio and it increases at a decreas-
ing rate to 9.2% at the 12:1 peak-to-off-peak price ratio, thus
corroborating the findings in [51].

Using the robust regression’s coefficient estimates in Table 3,
we repeat the percent peak reduction computation for Campbell
River. Fig. 7 shows that absent load control, the reductions in
Campbell River are similar to those in Lower Mainland and Fort
St. John. With load control in place, however, Fig. 8 shows that
the reduction estimates are 9.2% at the 2:1 peak-to-off-peak price
ratio and 30.7% at the 12:1 peak-to-off-peak price ratio.
5. Conclusion

The technology for smart grids and advanced metering
infrastructure affords households the opportunity to manage their
electricity consumption and bills under time-varying pricing and is
doubtless the wave of the future. Consumption adjustments by
households presumably lead to peak-demand reductions, offering
system benefits of investment deferral, reliability improvement,
flexible operation, and renewable resource integration. But will
households take advantage of this opportunity?

Using a large and unique data base from BC Hydro, we have
shown that indeed they will. We have also shown that a
remotely-activated load-control device is particularly effective in
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inducing demand reductions in response to peak price increases.
Moreover, these reductions are robust to three alternative estima-
tion procedures – OLS, robust regression, and random-effects.
Thus, our results not only validate the efficacy of time-varying
prices for a winter-peaking utility, but they also provide concrete
evidence of the potential import of remotely-activated load-con-
trol devices in helping both the utility and its customers to better
manage their resources.

We would be remiss if we failed to acknowledge that based on
BC Hydro’s pricing pilot, one would have a difficult time arguing
that enhanced communication has a discernible effect on customer
consumption behavior. What seems to be a lack of response is
nonetheless understandable in a set of participating customers
that were enthusiastic volunteers already trying hard to conserve
energy and shift load. Going forward, however, we encourage
further research on the role of customer education and information
feedback in determining customer kW h responsiveness to time-
varying pricing.
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